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WEAK (1,1) ESTIMATE
FOR OSCILLATORY SINGULAR INTEGRALS

WITH REAL-ANALYTIC PHASES

YIBIAO PAN

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. In this paper, we prove the uniform weak (1,1) estimate for os-

cillatory singular integral operators with real-analytic phase functions in the

one-dimensional case. Some partial results for the higher-dimensional case is

also included.

1. Introduction

Consider the operator

(1.1) Tj(x) = p.v. / e**x>»2^-f(y) dy,
Jri x-y

where tp e CQX(R1 x R1), <P is real-valued, and X e R1. The main result in
this paper is the following:

Theorem 1. Suppose that T^ is defined as in (1.1) and Q>(x, y) is real-analytic

in supp(9>). Then T^ is uniformly bounded from Lx to Lx'°°; i.e., there is a

constant C such that, for any a > 0,

(1.2) m{x:\Tx(f)(x)\>a}<Ca-x\\f\\x

holds.  C is independent of X and a.

The space LIo° is also known as weak Lx. A function / is in this space

if sup^A/(5) < oo, where Xf is the distribution function of /, i.e., X/(s) =

m{x: f(x) < s} .
Oscillatory integral operators with singular kernels have been studied by many

authors (see, e.g., [1, 2, 6-10]). Let x, y e R" , P(x, y) be a polynomial, and
K(x, y) be a Calderon-Zygmund kernel. Define the operator

(1.3) Tf(x) = p.v. / eiPi-x^K(x,y)f(y)dy.
Jr"

Ricci and Stein [9] showed that F is bounded on LP(W), for 1 < p < oo,

and the bound depends only on the total degree of P, not on the coefficients of
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F. Later in [1], Chanillo and Christ proved that T is also a bounded mapping
from L1 to weak L1 , and the bound depends only on the total degree of P.

Operators of this type, but with more general phase functions such as those

given in (1.1), were studied in [7]. Define Tx as

(1.4) fj(x) = p.w.f ei^x^K(x,y)(P(x,y)f(y)dy,
JR."

where K and cp are given as above. It was proved in [7] that, among other

things, the operators TA are uniformly bounded on LP(W), for X e R1 (1 <

p < co), if the phase function 0(x, y) is real-analytic. (It is known that

smoothness of the phase function alone does not suffice; see [6].) Therefore, it

seems natural to conjecture that the operators Tx are also uniformly bounded
mappings from L1 to weak L1 , when the phase function is real-analytic. The-

orem 1 says that this is indeed true in the case of dimension one; the proof will

be given in §2. The analysis consists of two parts. Using the ideas in [7] and

the result of Chanillo and Christ on operators with polynomial phase functions,
we are able to control the part with kernel supported near the diagonal. But

the main estimate is for the part with kernel supported away from the diagonal.

Using the L? theory for Tx which was established in [7] and some standard

arguments, the matter is quickly reduced to the estimate of Tx(%2 bj), after one

makes a Calderon-Zygmund decomposition / = g + J2 bj■. As pointed out by

Chanillo and Christ in [1], unlike the case of Calderon-Zygmund singular inte-
grals, one can no longer control the Lx norm of Tx($2 bj). For operators with

polynomial phase functions, Chanillo and Christ used an appropriate Lx -^ L2

estimate for T(Y,bj) and obtained the desired result by applying Chebychev's

inequality. This type of estimates have also appeared in other problems involv-

ing weak type estimates (see, e.g., [3, 4]).

Our main task here is to establish a similar Lx -* L2 estimate for Tx($2 bj).

To achieve this, it requires detailed information about sets such as

Ex,z = {y: \d?*(z, y) - d?Q(z, x)\ < c}.

In particular, we need to understand how Ex,z moves as z varies (for fixed

x). This is where the analytic case differs from the polynomial case. For if

<J>(.x, v) is a polynomial, it is always possible to find a a, such that Ex,z is

independent of z.
It is not hard to see that, when the dimension is higher, these sets could

get very complicated. For the higher-dimensional case, we have obtained some

partial result. Namely, we are able to prove that Tx are uniformly bounded

mappings from L1 to weak L1 , under the additional assumption that the phase

function is translation invariant, i.e., <P(.x, y) = tp(x-y), for some real-analytic

function 4>. This result is stated in Theorem 2 and proved in §3.

Remark. We would like to point out that, as in [9, Theorem 1; 7, Theorem 2],

the function l/(x - y) in Theorem 1 can be replaced by more general kernel

functions k(x, y) which satisfy the following conditions:

(1) \k(x,y)\<A\x-y\-x,  \Vk(x, y)\ < A\x -y\~2,
(2) f -* / k(x, y)f(y) dy extends to a bounded operator on L2.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1

Now we begin our proof of Theorem 1. Let N > 0 be a large number (to be

chosen later), and <j> e Cq°(R') with

^W     I 1    for \t\ > 1.

Let

Txf(x) = p.v. i ea^x^(^^l(l-4>)(XxlN(x-y))f(y)dy
Jw x-y

and Tff = Txf - T\f'. First we shall prove that there is a CN > 0 such that,
for any a > 0,

(2.1) m{x:\Txxf(x)\>a}<CNa-x\\f\\x.

Let A > 0 and supp(tp) c [-j, f ] x [-4, 4]. Fix a e R1 , \a\ < j . Let

1(a) = (a- X~XIN, a + X~XIN). Assume that / e Lx and supp(/) C 1(a).

Using Taylor's expansion, we have

«=! 1 dk<b
0(x,y) = <D(x, x) + 2^ ttxt(x' x)^ ~x>  + r*(x>y)>

k=i     ay

where

\rN(x,y)\<C\x-y\N   for|x|<^,  \y\ < A.

For k = 1, ... , n - 1, let

Using Taylor's expansion again, we obtain

gk(x) = £ ^jr^x -a)'+^.*(x'«).
/=0

where \hk<N(x, a)\ < C\x - a\N~k+x. Define the polynomial Pa(x, y) by

N-lN-k    (l)(   s

Pa(x,y) = j:j:^P-(x-a)'(y-x)k.
k=i i=o      ■'■

We have

<P(x, y) = <D(x, j:) + Pa(x, y) + fN>a(x, y),

where

rNAx,y) = j:hkM,X,a)(y-x)k + rN(x,y).

fc-i        *'

Let

jr1 * - y
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Since supp(/) c /a, we have

(2.2)
\\Rx,af(x)-e-a^x^Tlf(x)\\x

<[ f &»*.» - iiK' - wy -yw>y*imdydx
jR'Jia \x-y\

< Ck f Lw* (\x -yf + "£\x- a\»-k+x \x - yA ^M dy dx

<CN\\f\\x.

We note that the constant Cn is independent of a, as long as |a| < j . Us-
ing the theorem of Chanillo and Christ on operators with polynomial phase

functions [1, Theorem 1], we have

(2.3) m{x: \Rx,af(x)\ > a} < CNa-x\\f\\x.

Again, the constant Cn is independent of a (the constant depends on the

degree of the polynomial, not its coefficients). Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we

have

(2.4) m{x:\Txf(x)\>a}<CN\\f\\x,

for f e Lx with supp(/) c h , \a\ < \ .
Now let lj = (-X~X'N, X-X'N) + (2j)X~x'N = I(2jX~x'N), I* = (-2X~XIN,

2X-X'N) + (2j)X~x'N. For any / e L1, let / = £//, where f = fXi,. Ob-

viously, we need to worry about those j's with lj c [-7, j] only. Since

supp(/;) c lj , by (2.4) we have

m{x:\Txlfj(x)\>a}<CNa-l\\fjh,

and supp(FA'/) c I*. Since {/*} has finite overlapping, we get

m{x:\TxJ(x)\>a)

^ £ m[\x:  £ TM*) >4n/;)
j—OO \ { fc=-oo J /

00

< Y, (mix: \Tlfj-X(x)\>a/3} + m{x: \Txfj(x)\>a/3}
7=-oo

+ m{x:\Txfj+i(x)\>a/3})
00

< CNa~x 2(IW-illi + IWHi + IW+1II1) ^ SC^a-'H/ll,,

which proves (2.1) for all f e Lx .
We now turn to the estimate of the remaining part. We want to show that,

if TV is sufficiently large, the estimate

(2.5) m{x:\T2f(x)\> a) <Ca'x\\f\\v

holds for some C > 0. In the next few steps, we follow the argument in
[1].   Given a > 0, / € Lx, we make a Calderon-Zygmund decomposition
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f = g + Y,bj, where ||g|loo < a, bj is supported on an interval Qj of length
2fcW, and

QinQj = 0   ifi^j,

(2"6) £|G,| <Ca-' 11/11,,        ±^j\bj\<Ca.

Let 0* be the 16-fold of (2, and Q = (U <2*)c • The uniform L2 estimate

for F2 [7, Theorem 2] implies that

(2.7) m{x: \T2g(x)\ > a/2} < Ca~l\\f\\v.

To complete the proof of (2.5), it suffices to prove

(2.8) l^&bj)tm*Ca~iUhA'

If x e Q., yeQj,we have \x - y\ > 8 • 2k^ . Therefore,

(2.9) <t>(2-Wj)+3\x -y)) = 1    for x e Q, y e Qj.

Let Sxjf(x) = /R1 Kxj(x, y)f(y) dy, where

KxJ(x,y) = eiWx^^^<p(Xx'N(x-y))cp(2-^+i\x-y)).
x    y

By (2.9), we get

7? (£*;)(*) = Y,Si,j(bj)(x)   ifxeQ.

Let Ltj(x, y) be the kernel of the operator (Sx,i)*Sxj , i.e.,

Ltj(x,y)= /  r/li,(z,x)/i:A);(z,>')rfz.

If we can show that there is a constant C > 0 such that, for any i and x e Qi,

(2.10) 53     \f Lij(x,y)bj(y)dy <Ca,
j:k{j)<k(i)\JQ>

we will have
2

JX,-*>;      <Ca||/||,,
' L2

which implies (2.8).
We need the following:

Lemma 2.1. Let m = inf{A: > 1: 3; > 0 such that dJ+kQ>(0, 0)/dx^dyk ? 0} .
Assume that m < co (otherwise <P(x, y) = Oi(x) + <I>2(y)). Also let jo be the

smallest integer such that dJO+mO(0, 0)/dxjodym # 0. Then there are smooth

functions £\(x,y, z), ... ,£m(x,y, z) such that

d^(z,y)     cV°<P(z,x)   ^     fV ., „

s=\

holds in a small neighborhood of the origin in R3.
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We defer the proof of this lemma until the end of this section. By the im-
plicit function theorem, it is not hard to see that there are smooth functions

hi(x, z), ... , hm(x, z) and tji(z), ... , nm(z) (defined in a small neighbor-

hood of the origins in R2 and R1 respectively), such that

\y-x£s(x,y, z)\ > \\y-hs(x, z)\

and

(2.11) \z-hs(x, z)\>\\z-ns(x)\   fors = 1, ... , m.

For fixed x and z, let

Es(x,z) = {y:\y-hs(x,z)\<\X-xlN)

and

'y     \ dzJ° dzJo J

To prove (2.10), we let

Mu(x,y)=  f    e-iWz,x)-<K*,y)Mz>xMz>y)
Jcix,y \z-x)(z-y)

(112) x <p(Xx'N(z - x))<p(2-k^-\z - x))

x <p(Xx'N(z - y))<t>(2-k^-3(z - y)) dz

and Rij = Ltj - M,j . First we show that we can choose TV to be sufficiently

large such that

(2.13) £     1/ R'j(x,y)bj(y)dy <Ca.

To achieve this, we use Van der Corput's lemma. Let

n(z, x) = -——-
A   '    '     dzJ°(z,x)

and

fti<* >y>z) = jrz§^~y^l/N(z - x))4>(2-k(i)~\z - x))

xcp(Xx/N(z-y))<p(2-k^(z -y)).

We have

R,j(x,y) = f        e-iXW*>x^>y%>JN(x,y, z)dz,
Jz€lX,y

where

= {z: \n(z, x) - n(z, y)\ > l6-mcQX~m/N} n (-|, £) .

Clearly, for fixed x and y, l.x,y is the union of disjoint open intervals. Since

we need to apply Van der Corput's lemma on each interval separately, first we

prove the following:
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Lemma 2.2. There exists a B > 0 such that for each (x,y), with \x\ < j,

\y\ < j , the set "Lx,y is the union of no more than B disjoint open intervals.

To prove this lemma and its higher-dimensional analogue, we need the fol-

lowing:

Proposition 2.3 [5, p. 76]. Let M be a separable oriented real-analytic manifold

and p a real-analytic map from M into R". If S is a real-analytic subvariety

of M and K is a compact subset of M, then there exists an integer d such

that

card(K n S Dp~x{y}) < d,

whenever y e R" and dim(S0p~x{y}) < 0.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let

F(x,y, z) = dn(z,x)/dz-dn(z,y)/dz

and Gx,y(z) = F(x,y, z). We write lx,y as the union of disjoint open

intervals Zx>y = (J^ Jp • Except for perhaps two intervals in the collection

{Jp}, each Jp contains at least one zero of Gx>y(-) (by Rolle's theorem). Let

M c [-A,A]3 be a neighborhood of K = {(x, y, z): |x| < ~, \y\ < $ ,

\z\ < j} , S be the zero set of F in M, and p be the projection from R3 to

R2, i.e., p(tx, t2, h) = (tx, ty). By Proposition 2.3, there is an integer d > 0

such that

card(A:n5nJp-1{(fi, t2)})<d,

whenever (tx, t2) e R2 and dim(S r\p~x{(ti, r2)}) < 0.

Clearly, for given x and y , with |x| < j and \y\ < j , we have

/s:n5nJp-1{(x,y)} = {(x,y,z)|G^,(z) = 0}n/:.

We look at the following two cases separately,

(i) If dim(Snp-1{(x,y)}) <0, we have

card({(x, y, z)\Gx,y(z) = 0}n^) < d,

which means the number of zeros of GXjy(-) in \z\ < y is at most d. So there

are at most (d + 2) intervals in \Jp Jp = ~Lx>y .

(ii) If dim(Snp-1{(x,y)}) > 0, then the set {z\Gx,y(z) = 0}n[-^,^]
contains infinitely many points. By the real analyticity of Gx>y(-) we conclude

that GXfy(-) is identically zero. This implies that (n(z, x) - n(z, y)) is inde-

pendent of z. Therefore, either I,Xty = (-^ , ^), or LXiy = 0 .
Choose B = d + 2. The proof of the lemma is completed.   □

Now returning to the proof of (2.13), we write

RLj(x,y) = Y, f e~a*«*-x>«*->»eji'JIf(x,y,z)dz,
p JJ>
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where the summation contains at most B terms (B is independent of x and

Let Xj = max{2*w, (16A1/JV)  '} . By Van der Corput's lemma, we have

(2.14)

\R,,j(x,y)\< Y  I e-W>W>y»Si>iN(x,y,z)dz
p   Jje

(        ■ ■ rAi2 l a   ■ ■ \
< C(kl-m'N)-W° \B• IKJ-^Hoo + J      \f-fi\}N(x,y, z) dz\.

We have the following simple estimates:

(2.15) Halloo < Ck^k-1

and

(2-16) Icl^ll^01^'"1'
where C is independent of i, j, and X. While (2.15) is easy to see, the proof of

(2.16) requires more careful analysis. Since it contains no essential difficulties,

we omit the details.
From (2.14)-(2.16), we obtain

\Rij(x,y)\ < cX-V-nWIh+VN^ji

uniformly in x and y . Finally, we have

Y     1/ Rij(x,y)bj(y)dy
J : k(J)<k{i)lJR1

<cx-{\-mlH)lh+\IHXj\ £ j   \bj(y)\dy

< Ck-v-mMMi/NXria I     Y      \Qj\) ■

Since k(j) < k(i) and {Qj} are disjoint, we have

V f       £       \QA j < k~\2A + 2 • 2*«) < CAXllN.

Taking N such that N > 2jo + m , we get

Y     1/ Ri,j(x,y)bj(y)dy <Ca,
j : k{j)<k{i)lJR'

which proves (2.13).
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To deal with the part with Mtj , we observe that Xj < A, if k(j) < k(i) and

Y       [ Mij(x,y)bj(y)dy
j:k{j)<k{i)  ■/R'

<2-17) *%L(\x-z\ + kt)

( r mkj1(z-y))\tu/ ^tj\

\j:kw<k{i)JQp^x<^ (\z-y\ + Aj) J

For fixed x and z, if y e Qj n Es(x, z) and <p(X~x(z - y)) ^ 0, we have

(2.18) \z-y\>\(\z-hs(x,z)\ + Xj).

We also have:

(i)   HIC?;i   <   CX~XIN, where the summation is taken over  {j: Qj n

Es(x, z)^0, 2k^ <X~XIN}.

(ii) There are at most two Qj with 2k{J) > X'XIN and Qj n F5(x, z) # 0.

Thus we have

(2.19)

£      1/ M0(x,y)^(y)J
; : k{j)<k{i) ljR1 '

"    sTi^-uJ^JQ^x.z) (|z-^(x)| + A-^)(|z-x|+A,)

+ CV V /      / \bj(y)\dydz

/"      _^rfz_\ < ^

J\z\<c{\z-x\+Xi)(\z-t]s(x)\+Xi)J -    Q'

where we have used (2.6), (2.11), (2.18), and the fact that

\z-ns(x)\+Xj ~ \z-ns(x)\+X{'    *     j ~   ''

Combining (2.13) and (2.19), we obtain (2.10). This concludes the proof of
Theorem 1.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. In a small neighborhood U of the origin in R3, we have

dJ°<$(z,y)     cM°<J>(z,x)        .        ,"^u, ^ m-i-j j
dzJ0     ~     aU      =co(y-x)Ybj(x,y,z)ym    *x>,

j'0
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where Co is a constant, bo, bx, ..., bm-i are smooth functions defined in U,
and

bj(0) = 1    for 7 = 0, 1, ... , m- 1.

Let C = y/x we have

^<>0(z,y)      dJ°Q>(z,x) m_u ^v^^/ xrm-l-j
a2;o    -    dzJ0    =c°x   \y-x)YH^y^)r   >

m-1

= Coxm-1(y-^o(^!y,z)n(C-0(^,y,z)),

where   Ci(x, y, z),... , Cm-i(x, y, z)   are  smooth,   complex-valued,   and

Ci(0), ... , Cm-i (0) are the (m - 1) complex roots of the equation wm - 1 = 0.

Let £; = Re(C;) for j = 1,..., m — 1 and £,m = 1. We see that

cM°<D(z,y)     d*Q(z,x)   ^     tV ,,
—ai^-dzl^— >co]\\y-x^(x,y,z)\.

;'=i

This proves the lemma.   D

3. Higher dimensions

Let x, y e R" and .K(x, y) be a Calderon-Zygmund kernel; i.e., K is C°°

away from the diagonal, satisfies

\K(x, y)| < A\x - y\-",        \VK(x, y)| < |x - y\-"~x,

and / -» j K(x ,y)f(y)dy extends to a bounded operator on L2. Let <p e
C0x(Rn x R") and O(x) be a real-analytic function. Define Tx as

(3.1) Txf(x) = p.v. / <?W-?>tf(x, y)tp(x, y)f(y)dy.
JR"

We have the following:

Theorem 2. Suppose that K, 3>, a«rf Fi ore #/ve?« as above. Then the operators
Tx are uniformly bounded mappings from Lx to Lx'°°; i.e., there exists a

constant C such that, for any given a > 0,

(3.2) m{x:|F/l/(x)|>a}<Ca-1||/||1,

where C is independent of X.

Proof. By the same argument used in the first part of §2, the proof of Theorem

2 can be reduced to the proof of (3.2) for the following operators:

(3.3) / -> / ea**-»K(x, y)<p(x, y)<p(X^N(x - y))f(y) dy,
JR"

where cp = 1 - <pi, for some <px e Cq° , <j)X = 1 near the origin, and N is a

large number (to be chosen later). For the sake of simplicity, we still call the
operators in (3.3) Tx.

Given q > 0, / e Lx, we make a Calderon-Zygmund decomposition / =
g + 53 bj■■, as in (2.6) (with the intervals replaced by cubes). By exactly the same
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reasoning as in §2, we see that it suffices to prove that, for any fixed i and

x e Qt, the following estimate holds:

(3.4) Y      f Lij(x,y)bj(y)dy <Ca,
j:k(j)<k JQ'

where

Lu(x,y)= I eai^z-x)-^z-^K(z,x)K(z,y)
JR"

x <p(z, x)<p(z, y)4>(Xx'N(z - x))<j>(Xx/N(z - y))dz

and k = k(i). Suppose that <1> is not a linear function (if <t> is linear, the

operators are reduced to the usual singular integral operators), then we can find

a a, |a| > 2, such that

da®(0)/dxa ? 0.

Thus, there exists a unit vector Z, so that (^ • Vx)/O(0) # 0 (see also [10]). We

may assume that £ = (1, 0, ... , 0). Let

d'-xd> a'-'o
P(x,y,z) = —[ZT(z-x)-—[ZV(z-y).

az\ oz\

We have F(0) = 0 and dF(0)/dyx ^ 0. So we can find smooth functions

c(x, y, z) and a(x ,y',z) such that c(0) # 0, a(0) = 0, and

F(x,y, z) = c(x,y, z)(yx + a(x, y', z)),

where y' = (y2, ... , y„). We also notice that

(3.5) a(x, x', z) + xx = 0

holds for any x, z.   Suppose that |c(x,y, z)\ > c0, and let Qx y = {z:

|F(x,y,z)|<A-^} and Ex,z = {y\z e Clx<y} .
Again we write

Lij(x, y) = Mitj(x, y) + Rij(x, y),

where Mij and i?,i; are defined as in (2.12). If we choose N sufficiently

large (depending on / and n ), we see that

(3.6) Y     j Ri,j(x,y)bj(y)dy < Ca.
j:k(j)<k  JQ'

We now turn to the estimate of the part with A/, j . First by (3.5) and the

implicit function theorem, there exists a smooth function h(x,y', z') with

h(0) = 0 such that

(3.7) \zx+a(x,y', z)\ > \\zx-h(x,y', z')\,

where (x, y, z) is in a small neighborhood of the origin in R3" . Fix x, z,

and let Qj be a cube such that

QjHEXtZ^0.
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Let w = (wi, ... , w„) e Qj• n Exz and y be an arbitrary point in Qj . Then

\w\ +a(x, w', z)\ < X~XIN   and   |io-y|<A,-.

Therefore, we have

(3.8) \yi + a(x, y', z)\ < AXj

for some constant A . Let

Szj = {(yx, y') eRn: \yx - zx\>4AXj}.

We are now ready to establish the estimate for the part with Mj j:

(3.9)

Y    f MlJ(x,y)bJ(y)dy
k(j)<k     Q>

<c f dz        V  / \bj{y)\dy
- J\z\<c(\z-x\+kl)\fe.kJQjnEx.A\z-y\+kj)»

- CaL<c(U-x'+kt)* kU)^ExJQj {\z-y\ + kj)»

= Ca[      _^_
J\z\<c(\z-X\+Xi)n

y      \[     _d.i_+ f     _*i_'
*uw*.£r*.H- L^ns-(|z -y]+Xj)n Wi Q*-y\+xJ».

= h+h,

where Ii is the part with Szj . We observe that, when (yx, y') e Qj n Szj ,

and Qj r\Ex,z ^ 0,

\zi -yi| > \\zi +a(x, y', z)\ > \\zx - h(x, y', z')\.

So we have

(3.10)
T   <Caf dl f        _k~XINdyl_

1 -      J\z\<c (I* ~ X\ + Xt)" 4,,<c (|z, - h(x, y', z')\ + \z> - y'\ + l-i/K)*

+ Ca        Y I      n       ̂    :,n

f       _2mdy'_

X J\y[<c (|*i - h(x, y>, z')\ + \z> - y'\ + 2")" *
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The first term on the right-hand side of (3.10) is bounded by

(3.11)

CaX'x'N j dz'dy'
•/|z'l<e.|v'|<c

x /      (\z-x\+ X-x'N)-"(\zx - h(x,y', z')\ + \z' - y'\ + A"1/*)-" dz,
Jzt€R'

< CaX~x'» [        [       _^_
Jz,eRj\z.\<c(\zi\ + \z'-x>\+X-x/»r

x/     _*?_
J\y,\<c(\zx\ + \y<-z>\+X-xl»y

< CX~xlNa I        -—;-:—,...,.,—:-,   ..... < Ca.
4eR' {\z\\+k-xlN)(\zx\+k-VN) -

The second term in (3.10) is nonzero only if 2k > X~XIN , in which case it is

bounded by

c V / dz        f     _2mdy'_
a ^J\z\<c(\z-x\ + 2kY J\y,^c(\zi-h(x,y',z')\ + \z'-y'\ + 2'"Y-

Using the same argument as in (3.10), we see that this is bounded by

r ")m d -
(3.12)   Ca Y /        „    , "  \    „  , < Ca Y 2m~k(k -m+l)<Ca.

4^R.(l-il + 2*)(|zli + 2™)-       fa

Now we turn to the estimate of h , where

This part is actually easier to control. Suppose that QjP\Exz ^ 0 , (yx, y') e

Qj n Sczj. From (3.7), (3.8), and the definition of SzJ we get

\z\ -h(x,y', z')\ < lOAXj.

Thus we have

(3.13)
T <r    [ _k-^dzdy'_

2 -  aL-h{x,r,z')\<x-v» (\x'- z>\ + x-xn"(\y-z>\+k-v»y

c      sr      [ _imdzdy_

<Ca.

Combining (3.6) and (3.9)—(3.13), we obtain (3.4). This concludes the proof
of Theorem 2.    D
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